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Professor Jerzy Zubrzycki is Chair~an of the Australian Ethnic Affairs Council

nod Professor of Soc:iology ul the J\ustralian National University in Canberra. Prof('ssor

Zubrzycki is one of the finest intellects in the country and in addition (it does not always

happen so) is a gentle, kindly, thoughtful man. He has become one of the inteHcctutll

strengths of the movement in Australia for a more tolerant, "diverse and multicultural

.'iociety.

A few weeks ago, to publicise the fortJ1coming English Speaking Union's World

Members! Conference in September on 'The Role 9f the· Eng1i~h Language in a

Multicultural World', he suggested that Australia led "the world in it:" migrant policies. He

said that these policies offered newcomers extraordinary opportunities to improve their

wealth and social ['ositions. Within one generation an extraordinary measure of upward

social mObility had taken place. This was proved by a recent study comparing the

attainment of. a group of .second generation G:ceks and Italians with the rest of the

community. It found that the profiles were virtually a matched set.

Professor Zubrzycki is also a member of the- Council of the Allst-ralian Institute

oh'vlulticultural Affairs. I too am a member of that Institute. In 1-981 he also led a team in

the Australian Council on POl?ulation and- Ethnic Affairs in the p"eparation of a ,policy

discussion paper titled 'Multiculturalism for All Austra:Iians : Our Developing Nationhood'.

The pal?er is a valiant effod to define features of multiculturalbm as it is emerging in

Australia in the last decades to the 20th Century. That this is a worthy objective is

demonstrated by the numerous carping statements ~oncerning multiculturalism
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and the complaints by popular Australian journalists about the undefined find imprecise

content of the terms. The purpose of this paper of mine is to inform participnnts in the

Seminur about the discussion document and to invite debat.e on its analysis.

Despite H,~ widespread 'officrnP use of the word and ideal of multiculturnJism,

it must be conceded that its content is still rather imprecise. Furthermore, it is probable

th.q! the majority of the Australian community lingers still with HIe ideal of assirnilntion

or integration. One very useful feature of the discus.qion document is that it mentions the

wider intellectual context within whieh discussion of multiculturalism in Australia must

proceed. This is a context that seeks to destroy stereotypes and to release people from

inescapable classification which will otherwise limit their ability to flourish as human

i)eings and as members of tlle Australian society. So the purpose of this pAper is t'O offer fl

few comments on the policy discussion paper. 1 realise that many participants, in the

seminar -may not have seen it. However, I hope that these comments will draw attention

to it. For it touches some of the most important policy issues that will be faced by

Australia in the decade 'ahead. If we have a tolerant, multicultural society it will be one in

which .different generntions of migrant families can live in greater hurmony with each

other and with the rest of society.

A PHILOSOPHY OF DIFFERENCE

Until quite recently in Australian society, the accepted ethos was the opposite

of multiculturalism. Unles"l a person were a White, Anglo-Celtic, English speaking

preferably male indiVidual, who drank' beer and ta\ked sport, he was denied full

membership of the 'Australian club!. It is only in the past 20 years or so that the

acceptability of this stereotype has come under challenge. In part, the challenge is itself

an outgrowth of the large post-War immigration program, with the consequent

impossibility of imposing such a simple classification on a society which was increasingly

seen to be more varied. In part, it is the outgrowth of the new media of communications

which bring into the livingrooms of the nation, variety and difference. In part, the decline

of this stereotype can be traced to intellectual movements of revolt which probably grew

out of the general prosperity' that followed the Second World War, in which prosperity-,

liberal causes could flourish. In part, the restiveness of the 1960's, the development of

alternative lifestyles, resistance to war and the growth in appreciation of the

environment, of historicar buildings and so on explain the enhanced toleration of personal

difference and variety.
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In pr-oposing its vision of Australia fl.';; a multicultural society, the discussion

paper cloes not seek actively enough, Elt least in my view, to put the All~trHlil1n moves

towards the acceptability of multiculturalism in the wider context o[ tolerAnce of

diff~rence within Australia. This is n very important movement nnd the more we talk

about it, the more We will understand and embrace it. A willingnes.<; to totemic vnriety.

laCk of conformity and varience from stereotypes is relatively new in AustraliA.

Multiculturalism is but one facet of the diamond. The tolerance of difference lTloy itself

come under challenge because of technological advances (the vulncfn[)ility of the wired

society) or socift.l Hnd economic conditions (the economic downturn nnd prolonp,"cd

unemr.loyment). Of cour~e it may be too late to reverse the clirnatp. oftolcrntion of

difference. But this elimate is the "environment in which muiticulturillisrn can f1oll~ish in

Australia. Multiculturalism will be placed on II much firmer foundation if it is seen in this

wider context than jf it is merely perceived as a few tinkering ehAng-cs with i\lJstralinn

laws and practices to cope with the influx, particularly of non-English spenldng mig"rants.

The only real reference to this very important general context is found in the discussion

. paper's reference to the changing position of w_omen -in today's society and some reference

to the special and unique position of Aboriginals. These are but Ihree of mnny C"lusscs

which illustrate the growth in Australian tolerance of v81'iety, difference: il kindlier

society which has begun to reach for the mature view that, at least within certtlin limits.

letting people be them:=:elves does not undermine the neces..">ary minimum of the politiC'cll

stability of society. On the contrary, it may even reinforce that stability because the

result is a more contented, less artificial, more tolerant and less oppressive society. This

attitude of mind is important, as I have said, for second generation migrants. Rut it is

even more important for first generation' migrants. Acceptance of difference will cn~ur('

their comfort in our society. It 'will help to reduce tensions both between migrants nnd the

re~t of the Australian community and-a..:; between migrants and their families.

A NATIONAL IDENTITY?

Chapter 1 of the dL<;cu.s..<;ion paper seeks to define an Australian identity. I must

admit to serious reservations about this effort. These reservations a.rise both from the

fear that ·an effort to define an Au:=:tralian identity by reference to such idiosyncrntiC'

features as a !laconic sense of humour', a 'dislil(e of tall poppies', etc. might itself

contribute to the perpetuation or even revival of stereotype:=:. Furtherr:norc, I qucstion why

it is necessary to define at all lour Australian national identity'. I realise thaI this j:=: tln

ob:=:essive concern in some quartersj but it has always seemed to me 10 be rnisgui(led. l(

the 20th Century teaches mankind. anything, it should be that narrow nationnlislll, an
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obsession about national identify, raciol purity, weial cohesion, community unity and so

on, Ilre potentially very destructive forces. With occasional exceptions, such as during

times of war, Australians have tended to get by without too much examinA.tion of or

concern about their national identity and wittlout tarrying to try to define it too closely.

In part, this can be explained historically by a fact which is understated in the discus.<:;ion

paper (as in many documents in the multicultural industry). I refer to the mdisputable

phenomonen that until the 1960s, at least during t.he 20th Century, Australia WllS 11

decidedly British country. Its national identity was as fl. Dominion of the British Empire. Tn

such fl situation, close attention to local cultural factors was seen by many Austmlians to

be provincial or irrelevant. Such was the power of the British Empire (real or perceived) in

the first half of this Century that it was a matter. of pride and loyalty [or· most

Australians (notable exceptions apart) to be part of that international identity.

Indentification with the Empire and with Britishness relieved Australians from the

necessity to define morc closely the features of difference which marked Australia out

from other parts of the British Dominions. 1 realise that this historical fact is

uncomfortable for many modern Australian nationalists. It i.s D source of embarras.c;ment

\0 many current Australian his-toriuns who sel-l.fch amongst the embers of the ptlst for

exceptions and local patriots. But even in the lifetime of people of middle age in Australia

today, it is within their memory. What I now want to question is whether in post imperial

Australia we shol,Jld expend a great deal of effort seeking to define the features of the

Au::;tralian national identity as, for example, the discussion paper .seeks to do. It is at least

open to argument th~t Australia, as a community with greater variety of ethnic

membership than any other on Earth, is itself a microcosm of the future world order. Dr.

rVIichael Novak in the Second Australian Institute of Multicultural Affairs Lecture called

us a 'planetary people'. Indeed, this very idea is hint'ed at in the last words of the

discussion paper:

The building of a richly diverse, tolerant and vibrant society w~ich will not only

be attuned to the needs of the next century, but will also represent a model to

be followed by others.

It is my view that this approach should have been preferred and that we in Australia

should be developing the point strongly more strongly.

Nationalism, patriotism provincial concentration on national identity may be

seen by future centuries to be on the wane at the close of this century. I should not want

feelings of defensiveness about multiculturalism in Australia to force the Australian

community, against its past traditions, into too active a concern to define fe~lturcs of

local national identity. In other word)";, multiculturalism in Australia may be actually
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pointing the way for the future of mankind. That way may involve le::;s coherence, less

racial purity, less stereotyped national unity (comfortable o.r~d thrilling ns all of these ~nn

sometimes be). It may, on the contrary, involve much vaguer 0,1110081 identity nnd R much

greater willingness to accept variety and difference even within tile one political unit. It

may even involve what Dr. Michael Noval called 'n zest for differences' - a 'community

not of sameness but of differences'. It is at least possible that in the age of. nuclellr

fission, we" cannot afford the luxury of sharply defined national ident Hies. It is possihlc

that a country of continental size and ethnic variety such as AustraliB can give n l<.>nd to

countries of the world which still hold to a tight national identity. 1 am suspicious of
looking backward to nlll'row nationalism. Yet that seems to be an a<;.<:;umptiotl widely held

in Australia. It is one voiced in the discussion paper. Only in the last .<:;entence i.e: there .8

hint tllat our multiculturalism may be a testing ground for multiculturalism in the wider

world community. That narrow vision disappointed me.

CORE INSTITUTIONS AND LAWS

The discuSo<:;ion paper also puts forward the oft-repeated and fashionllbl(' view

that one a;:;pect of Australianism is the notion that we all accept certain core institutions.

But even these core institutions are being, and should be, adapted. EdlJcational institutions

are being adapted with ethnic education. The law is being adapted including by work in the

Law Reform Commission. Attent.ion is now being paid to the appointment of judges and

magistrates with U" non-Anglo-Celtic background. Government is being adapted, though

slowly, by th~ entry of 'ethnic' Australians into the pUblic service and more lately

representative bodies. Any statement that there must be one set of legal provi~ion$ is

bot~ too dogmatic and too superficial. It is true that th~re is and probably .c>hould remain

one common source of laws whether in Federal, State or local Government, the jUdiciary

and the executive. But this statement understates the neces.<:;ity to adapt the content of

our laws so that, though coming from a common political source, they operate equally by

providing, sometime.<:;, different rules for English speaking and non-Engli~hspeaking people

in Australia. I have mentioned examples in recent speeches. Some are mentioned in the

Evaluation by the AUl'ltralian Institut.e of Multicultural Affairs:

* availability,of interpret'ers in court and for police investigationsj

:+: alteration of the law concerning provocation in cases of homicide;

.* alteration of insurance law concerning the obligations of the insured to disclose

circumstances to the insurer;

* the evaluation of the reasonableness of the refusal of surgery in workers'

compensation cases.

See generally [1982] Reform 139.
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The last thing we want to encoufuge the thought that our laws and our leg-Ill institutions

Hrc immutable. They have never been so. It is one of the strengths of the common law

system lhnt it can adapt quite rapidly 10 changing social circumstances. If it·has nlrophied

during the last century, we must nOw make sure that it can adnpt to new ::>ocial posit ions.

One of the most relevant social reasons for change in Australia is the sudden influx of

many people [I"om differing cultural and linguistic backgrounds. The ]'ccognition by tt1('

raper of $. special situation of Aboriginal Australians (pages 15, 29-30) is accurate find

de::>irable. The Law Reform Commission is examining the recog-nition of l\boriginl11

customary law:;, There is now 11 growing- recognition of the fnet thnt ~ommon frdrncs'<; lind

the efficient operation of the legal system require changes in the present Australian lnws

so that there will in fact be differing rule.c;: for a majority community nnd the minority

(tetfmict) community. The differences will be tolerable because they are designed to

equalise the position of people before the courts, e.g. by the provision of interpreters nnd

tfle alte:.ation of substantive rules which discriminate ngninst, say, peo[)lc not fluent in

English.'

1'IUNCll'LES OF MULT1CU/;l'URALlSM

The.- discussion paper Illso makes an effort to state the principles of

multiculturalism. This is courageous. But it has significant dangers. For many Austrp..linns

Stated briefly and therefore with a degree of dogmatism, as.c;:ertions such /lS 'soC"iaJ

cohesion ', 'cultural identity', 'equality of opportunity in access' Bnd tequnl responsibility

for commitment to and participation in societyt may appear too authoritarian for mnny

Australian tastes, including mine. I have already stressed the more relaxed view t.hat I

have concerning social cohesion. A degree of lack of cohesion and vagllenes.c;: of cultural

identity may be the way of the future. It may be something that we should not be too

concerned about. The acceptance of a variety of lifestyles, languages, cultural habits and

customs is itself an aspect of tolerance and the very lack of cohesion which is fJ. special

mark of the Western liberal ~raditions that may be particularly true of Australin today.

The notion of adding a fouI:th principle is understandable because, if analysed. the first

two principleR compete with each other (Rocial cohesion versus cultural identity). Likewi:-::e

the fourth principle may be seen to Counter balance the third. In this sense tile ACPEA

may be simply stating the relevant thesis and antithesis in each case. Rllt I am fmnkly

suspicious of an assertion that everyone in Australia mURt have 'commitment to lind

participation in! society. It has a ring about.it of the Collectivist Stote fnvoured hy

Mussolini. I say this without intent to insult but in order to make the point. In our more

relaxed, individualistic and plurnli~tic society, people have an important ortion. It is an
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op lion not to participate very actively in society a1 all. or course: in Australia, by the

compulsory vote we require ::;ome degree of participation. i.. ikcwisc for the ('"ornpulsory

Census, compuL"ory tl1x relurns (for most) nnd VD.!'ious other compulsory features of

modern life. But whether' or no'! you choose to be committed to or pnrticipnte in sot"icty.

or just to live a trHnquil private life without much degree of socinl commilment, is

something we have left to individual choice. I do not believe lhnt 1he- advent of larg-c sC3lc~

migration from non-English speaking countries should fl.lter this.

This discussion touches on ftn impOl'tnnt point of difference thl1t hns InllrkC'd the

approaches to the State, its institutions a.nd the role of the individual in English spee1dn~;

Hnd non-English speaking countries. It has been summed up in the dichotomy between the

eonccpt of the StHte Ilnd the ri!~l1ts of the individuills in the common lnw nnd the civil Illw

tradition. Some wri-ters have sought to encap0ulate the differences by reference to the

Gemeinschaft view of the modern state - a community perception of strong coherence

generally with 8 firm social ideology nnd the Gescl1schaft type of law and legal regulation

which arises out of the growth of individualism and is linked \;lith social and geogrn.phical

1ll0bili~y, with cilics, commercc, tllC risc of the lIliddle class- nncl of the role of lhe

individual. There i~ a di.c;cussion of this different approach to the world in Eugene

Kamenka, lWhat is Justice?' in Kamenka nnd Tay (cds.) Justice, Edward Arnold. 1979. J

suspect tha,t the writers of the ACPEA dL<;cussion 'paper are r3:the~ more influenced by a

non-English sl?caking concept of the state (and of the role of the individual in relation to

it) than would be shared in many quarters in Australia, inclUding amongst the general

population. Although Australians may be as noisy as the next bunch. when the call to llrms

goes out, I rather suspect that most other times there is a general relaxation about

'commitment' and 'participation' in the State. There is trecdom to p/lrticipatc or not to

participate. This privilege is inimical to authoritarian government. It is ttlerefore, in m:-{

scale of values, something I should prefer to retain and not to substitute by importing

artifical and hitherto alien notions of 'commitment to participate in' Australian society.

These notions are far more active than would be expected of native born Australians. I see

no reason why such a standard should be imposed on non-natives. I realise the good

motives behind the suggestion. It may be designed to quiet the fears of those latent

integrationists and assimilationists who still exist in abundant numbers - theory always

taking time' to catch up with reality in an und~sciplined community. However, some

recognition Of the lack of obligation to participate actively in the Au::;tralil1n community

and of the privilege to participate or not to participate should, I think, be r.ecogniscd~
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I am heartened by reading that my views on this subject are shured by Dr Puolo

Totaro, Chairman of the Ethnic Affairs Commission. Writing in Mcanjin, March 1883 on

'Multiculturalism for Some Australians: A Personal View! he states:·

The document has an authoritarian: dogmatic ::;treRk which is revealed by the

language in which it' is written.... One of the lessons we learn from tile great

movements of the 50s and 60s is that one of the fClltures of contemporary

democracy is that a great number of people do not want, indeed cannot,

actively participate in some important dimensionR of s0ciely ~ and it is their

freedom not to participate and not to be victimi'."ed if they do not.

Amen to that. We shOUld aim for a society that facilitates participation and allows

non-participation, permits and even encourages diversity and difference. There will be

plenty of room for reconciliation and consensus. But the definition of tyranny is a ~ociety

where we all march to the beat of the same drum. And that i.o;; the message that shOUld go

out to migrants and natives, and to first and later generations. Ours is a society that

accept:; difference and just lets people be themselves so long 11." they do not harm to their

neighbour.

Acceptance of this philosophy will reduce tensions:

* between New Australians and Old Australians;

'* between White Australians nnd Black Australians; and

* between first generation migrnnts and the generations yet to come.
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